**TRANSITIONS**

**To Show Time Relationship**
- After
- Afterwards
- At that moment
- Before
- During
- Earlier
- Eventually
- Finally
- First
- Last
- Later
- Meanwhile
- Next
- Now
- Second
- Soon
- Then
- Third
- However
- In contrast
- Instead
- Likewise
- Nevertheless
- On the contrary
- On the other hand
- Similarly
- Unlike
- Yet

**To Show Spatial Relationship**
- Above
- Ahead
- Before
- Behind
- Beneath
- Beyond
- Here
- Inside
- Near
- Outside
- Overhead
- There

**To Show Cause and Effect**
- As a result
- Because of
- Consequently
- On account of
- So
- Then
- Therefore
- Thus

**To Show Addition of Ideas**
- Also
- As well
- Besides
- First
- Furthermore
- In addition
- Moreover
- Secondly
- Too

**To Show Emphasis**
- Especially
- Even
- In fact
- In other words
- Indeed

**To Show Examples**
- Also
- For example
- For instance
- In particular
- Namely
- That is
- To illustrate